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This paper is divided into four parts. 
Chapter One is the introduction of this article. It introduces the 
meaning and purpose of the relevant study done review of academic history.  
Research ideas, methods, and used-materials will also be described. 
The second chapter briefly describes the evolution of Peis Clan in 
Hedong area before Sui and Tang dynasties. Peis Clan originated in the 
Qin Dynasty, gradually emerged in the Eastern Han Dynasty, and completed 
by the local despots shift to the culture clan. In Wei period, Pei Qian，
Pei Hui and Pei Ji, became three ancestors of Peis Clan. In Western Jin 
Dynasty, Peis Clan ushered in the first peak of their own development. 
After the Western Jin Dynasty Yongjia chaos, majority of the members in 
Peis Clan remain in the north, few members south to cross the river, 
through the evolution of the Northern and Southern hundreds of years, Peis 
Clan became a loose family groups, internal divisions into five branches, 
which in addition to the four branches eastern branch of Peis Clan 
situation is more complicated and confusing, the eastern branch 
dependents context most clearly. That is why I choose the eastern branch 
of Peis Clan for study. 
The third chapter, based on" the Table of Premier’s Generation in 
New Historical Records of Tang Dynasty  " (referred to as "genealogical 
table") , combined with the use of the relevant Epitaphs of Hedong Dongjuan 
two clades - Pei Daozi support and protection branch channel the 
development and evolution was through her, as a brief introduction to the 
situation of each member, as well as on the "genealogical table" Eastern 
Branch of Peis Clan concern present in the various portions of the 
collation errors and corrections. 
Chapter IV is about officials, marriage, burial grounds and family 

















summarized. Members of the eastern branch got a higher participation in 
politics, the early Tang door shade Going There were many late imperial 
Going places mainly. East dependents Pei burial place of members mainly 
in Wenxi hometown and the two capitals. Although not as good as previous 
house style, but overall is still advocate etiquette and family laws, In 
members of the eastern branch, Buddhist dependents were more likely. 
Meanwhile, also on points concern issues Hedong put forward their own 
views, but also on " the Table of Premier’s Generation in New Historical 
Records of Tang Dynasty " reliability were discussed and discrimination, 
that "genealogical table" Despite the existence of various errors, but 
it is still the most original system, the most reliable historical data 
about Peis Clan in Hedong area. 
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